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1 Measure your height. Your knees should be at right angles when you are sitting on the ball with your feet forward. Stand against the wall without shoes and feet flat to the floor and wall. Use a pencil to mark the place that the top of the head reaches. Use roulette to get an accurate measurement of your height. 2 Choose a ball that matches your height. Use your measurements to get the yoga ball in the
appropriate size. If you are 5 feet (1.5 m) or shorter (152.4 cm), you want a ball that is 18 inches (45 cm). If you are 5ft (1.5m) 1 inch (155cm) to 5ft (1.5m) 7in (170cm), try the 22 inch (55cm) ball. Get a 26-inch ball (65 cm) if you are between 5 feet (1.5 m) 8 inches (173 cm) and 6 feet (1.8 m) 1 inch (185 cm). If you are 6 feet (1.8 m) 2 inches or higher, you will need a ball that measures 30 inches (75 cm). 3
Choose a larger ball if you have back problems, long legs, or for stretching and yoga exercises. 4 Get a 26 inch (65 cm) ball if you plan to use it instead of an office chair and your desk height is 29 to 30 inches (74 to 76 cm). Because the ball will deflate when you sit on it, choose a ball that has a diameter that is 4 inches (10 cm) larger than the height of the chair you replace. 5 Notice the pressure of the ball.
At its maximum diameter, the yoga ball is very firm. The thicker the ball, the harder it will be to yoga and exercise. 6 Try yoga balls in different sizes before making a decision. Sit on the ball and see if your hips and knees are bent to 90 degrees, with your hips parallel to the floor. Add a new question question I'm 5 feet tall and plan to buy a yoga ball to use as an office chair, what size ball should I get? You
should use a ball that is about 60-65 cm, but it also depends on how tough it is and how much you weigh how it will squish down when you sit on it. The question Is can yoga ball exercises be used to reduce fat in the shoulders and hips? Yes maybe. Weight training and aerobics could also help. Ask a question Thank you! Thank you! Pencil Wall Tape measure yoga balls wikiHow is a wiki similar to
Wikipedia, meaning that many of our articles are written by several authors. To create this article, 9 people, some anonymous, worked to edit and improve it over time. This article has been viewed 214,146 times. Co-authors: 9 Updated: August 5, 2019 Views: 214 146 Category: Personal Fitness Print Send Fan Mail to authors Thank you to all authors for creating the page, which has been read 214,146
times. Home office chairs were worse than useless. Given the yoga ball now and it helped me choose. Visual images, as well as explanatory text, made me understand what exactly I need to do. I also really appreciate Tips! ... More my grandson asked for a yoga ball and I wanted to make sure I knew the right size. He uses one in his More It has given me a guide on which the yoga ball will be the best size
for me as well as the best way to use it. I wanted to buy an exercise ball online and it opened my eyes. Thank you so much. This helped me find the right size fitness ball with clear instructions. Short, easy-to-use instructions. Share your story CHOOSE THE RIGHT EXERCISE BALL SEA, please read all the information carefully before choosing the ball. A few minutes spent reading now can save you time
and money having to return the wrong sized ball later... and pay to have another sent! The general rule for choosing the right ball size exercises is for basic (abs/low back) exercises to make your knees and hips bent to 90 degrees (hips parallel to the floor) while sitting on the ball. This is the minimum size of the ball- some people prefer a bigger ball where the hips are higher than the knees. Don't go by
photos of models sitting on balls. Usually they sit on the ball much more than they will train as it pictures better. Think about how you will use the ball and the characteristics of your body (see below). Also, keep in mind that if you are a beginner simulator and/or a poor balance, a bigger ball will provide more stability and support, thus making exercise easier (the muscles won't work so hard). To avoid being
disappointed that your ball is smaller than you expected, check the size of the ball before ordering. Most people underinflate the ball because it is so solid (as a rock) inflated to the maximum diameter. To see if the 55cm ball is right for you, place a sign on the wall about 20 inches (16 inches for a 45cm ball) and squat next to it. Keep in mind that you will sink a few inches (depending on your weight and
inflation). It's about how high the ball will be sitting on it. GENERAL GUIDELINES: Your balloon height size (maximum height/diameter) is less than 5 0 45 cm (18 inches) 5 0 to 5 5 55 cm (22 inches) (purchase) 5 6 - 6 1 65 cm (26 inches) (purchase) 6 2 - 6 8 75 cm (30 inches) (purchase) 6 9 and up to 85 cm (34 inches) Note: Only a fitness ball available in 45cm and 85 cm sizes LARGER BALL may be
necessary if you: long legs for your height have problems with your back using the ball for stretching, Yoga, or as an office chair exercise ball is very firm in its maximum diameter. If in doubt, go with a large ball (no need to inflate it to the maximum diameter). This means getting a ball one size larger than the chart suggests if you are near the top range. Using an exercise ball as an office chair If your desk
height is 29-30 inches and you are of average height and weight, the ball is 65cm the preferred size. However, consider the height of the seat chair you will be replacing - keeping in mind the ball will sink when you sit on it. (The ball will be thicker, i.e. sink less when inflated to the maximum diameter.) The overall guide is to get the ball with a maximum diameter, which is at least 4 inches longer than the
height of the chair. If you're in doubt as to what size to get, check with others who use the ball as an office chair- some people prefer 75cm, so we can't make any guarantee that 65cm will be right for you. No matter if you call it a yoga ball, exercise ball, or stability ball, you want a high-quality product that provides the necessary support for you as you practice yoga. A few hours after the RYT 200 study, with
additional training in yoga for post-traumatic stress disorder and special population groups, we recommend URBNFit Exercise Ball for most people. Let's dive into our Yoga Ball ResearchWhether you're an avid exerciser or you've never stepped foot in the gym before, you've probably seen a drill ball or a yoga ball at one time or another. These oversized, inflatable balls are awesome tools to use during
development. They can be used during yoga classes, Pilates, in the gym, or in your home. Exercise balls have so many different uses, can be aimed at many different areas of the body and a fantastic way to spice up your regular yoga practice or workout regimen. With so many different types and sizes, it can be misleading to find a ball that will work best for you. So what do you need to know before
buying an exercise ball? Are there weight restrictions or ways to restore them if they are damaged? What are some of the best yoga poses you can do with exercise ball? What size exercise ball should you buy? Keep reading to learn everything you need to know about exercise, stability and yoga balls before you make a purchase! What is a yoga ball? How can I use it? A yoga ball, or what is commonly
known as an exercise ball, is a large inflatable ball used to help boost your workout. These balls are perfectly fit to improve stability, strength and flexibility and can be used in a variety of ways. Exercise balls are a great way to boost your yoga practice as well as your workouts at home or at the gym. During abdominal training this is the perfect time to use the ball. The extra need for stability by leaning back
on the ball to make crunches or another exercise targeting abs-provides an even more challenging workout. The ball is fantastic not only for making some exercises more challenging due to lack of stability, but also to provide support during exercises that may require a little more stamina. Using ball exercises during yoga, for example, can make some postures much complex, and it can also make other
poses more accessible. Exercise balls can be used to sit on during sit-up workouts, lying across the ball, squeezing the ball between the legs or knees, or holding the ball with your hands. Exercise balls have an incredible way to help strengthen the core no matter how you use it. They are fantastic for improving posture through the involvement of abdominal muscles. Many people actually use the use of
balls instead of chairs on their desks. It makes you engage in the core even when you're sitting at your computer. It leaves no room for slouching or laziness while sitting, which means that it can actually help prevent back problems in the future. While exercise balls are designed for you to sit on like a chair, check the height of your desk compared to your height on the ball to make sure it is an ergonomic
alternative for you. What is the difference between a yoga ball, a stability ball, a training ball and a balance ball? While there are many different names floating around, yoga balls, stability balls, exercise balls and balance balls are technically all the same. They can also be called Swiss balls, fitness balls, and workout balls. All of them are usually around the knee, but the size you choose can vary depending
on how you would like to use the ball. What are the exercises made of? There are several different materials that exercise balls can be made with, although most are either vinyl, PVC plastic or solid foam rubber. Be careful with the clothes or jewelry that you wear when using an exercise ball. Because of their material, they can vomit if something comes across them. Material exercise balls are made with
them to maintain enough bounce, keep them sturdy and steady, and allow them to expand with high air pressure. Some exercise balls contain latex, so keep in mind if you have any latex allergies. In addition, some of the plastic options are sensitive to heat. Remember where you leave the ball if you practice yoga or exercise with it outside. It should not be left in direct sunlight or extreme heat. Are you
thinking about bringing him in with you to the office for a midday promotion? Be careful not to leave it in your car if it is hot outside. You don't want it to melt! What is the weight limit on a ball for yoga or ball exercises? All exercise balls have different weight restrictions. For many, a static weight of about 2,000 pounds or a little higher is typical. This means the amount of weight or pressure that can be applied
to the ball without rupturing it, suggesting that there is no movement from the person using the ball. However, the body weight that most exercise balls support is much lower. This body weight ball can handle assuming that the user is moving around on the ball. This weight limit can range from 300 to 500 pounds, depending on the brand and type of ball. It is also important to keep in mind that there are
different sizes of exercise balls, and usually the smaller the ball, the less weight it will be able to hold. The better the quality of the ball exercise, the more extreme the weight it will be able to handle. These stability balls are also designed not to explode, but to slowly deflate if damaged, helping to prevent injury. Can you restore damaged ball exercises? While you can technically patch any holes or tears in
the exercise ball, it's a much better idea to just replace the damaged ball. These exercise exercises Designed to safely and fully support your weight. The idea is that you can fully rely on the exercise ball under you, and the best way to ensure your safety is to use one that has not been damaged. Most brands of exercise balls don't even deliver a repair kit, as they don't recommend repairing the damaged
ball. What are the best workout videos for using ball exercises? You can find so many videos of fantastic workouts using ball exercises just by searching for Youtube.com. There are also fantastic stability ball exercises videos available at Beachbody.If you are looking for a video specific to yoga, Yoga Candace on Youtube.com has a great video using the stability ball. What is recommended yoga poses in
practice when using ball exercises? Using your exercise ball to enhance your yoga practice can be a very fun way to spice things up and engage in different muscle groups. The most important thing to keep in mind is safety. As the exercise ball tends to roll around, it is helpful to move slowly with control. Not only does this help strengthen even deeper muscle groups, but it will also help prevent a fall or
injury. You may even find it useful to move the ball to the wall to help keep it in place. Check out these 6 yoga poses that can be fun and challenging when done with ball exercises!1. Sitting dorsal TwistTake place on the ball, maybe moving it against the wall for more support. Straight feet in front with a wide angle- wider than the shoulders, and bend your legs to the sky. Straighten your arms to the sides at
shoulder height. Lean forward and reach the left hand to your right leg, then go back up and switch to the other side. Repeat this 10 times on each side, finding a turn through the spine as well as a hamstring stretch.2. Down the dog with a liftFind leg down in front of the dog with a ball supporting the torso and thighs. From there, sweep your right leg high and hold onto your breath. Lower your leg down and
switch to the left. An alternative for multiple cycles. Keep in mind that your exercise ball may be too high for down in front of the dog to be option.3. Up Facing the Dog Down Facing DogStart in the board position with your hands and feet planted. The ball can be right in front of the chest. Walk forward and let the ball roll under the torso. Keep your eyes planted and walk your hands up to the ball. Tap your
hands into the ball as you inhale and lift your chest up in front of the dog. From there, you can walk your hands a little forward and let the ball lie between your torso and hips. Lift your hips to the sky and see if you can bring the ears between the biceps for down in front of the dog. Take a few cycles of rolling back and forth between up and down in front of the dog. As a reminder, depending on the size of
your ball exercises, a downward dog may not be available with under you.4 Warrior 1 to Soldier 2 to the extended side of AngleFind a a 1 or lunge position on the ball, essentially sitting on top. The right leg will be in front, with the left foot right behind and the left foot is rooted down at a 45-degree angle. The weapon can rise above your head with the core engaged. Hold square hips to the front leg. Hold for
five breaths and open to the side in Warrior 2.Hips and shoulders will square to the side with your right hand reaching out to the front and left hand reaching back. Keep your shoulders stacked above your hips. Hold here for five breaths and then rest your right forearm on your right hip or rest with your right hand on the ground inside your right foot for an extended side angle. The left hand can reach straight
to the sky, or it can reach above the left ear to the front with the little finger spiraling down to the ground. Keep here in an extended side corner for five breaths. Let go of the pose and switch sides. Repeat Soldier 1 to Soldier 2 to the extended side of the corner on the left.5. BridgeLie flat on his back with his feet planted on the ball. Start practicing the core and contract the abdominal cavity to lift the hips to
the sky. Keep your feet rooting in the ball for stability, and lower down slowly, bone by bone. Repeat this movable bridge pose 10 times, feeling the core and gluteal interaction6. Baby PoseFind baby pose with a ball in front of you. The hips should fall back to the heels with a large touch of legs. You can bring your knees together or open your knees wider, so that the torso can soften to the ground, which is
most convenient for you here. Keep the ball between your hands and let it roll forward. You will feel the elongation through the spine and the hole over your shoulders. What size exercise or yoga ball should I get? The standard exercise sizes balls are 22 inches, 26 inches, and 30 inches tall or diameter when the ball is inflated. The size you go with depends on your height as well, if you prefer to use a ball of
different sizes for specific exercises. Typically, people from 5'0 to 5'5 will use 22 ball, anyone from 5'6 to 5'11 will use 26 ball, and anyone more than 6'0 can use 30 ball. The general rule is that you want the ball to be around the height of your knees, so when you sit on it, your feet can comfortably rest on the ground. However, some people like to have a smaller ball for some exercise as well as one that
matches their height. After deciding on the size and buying the ball, make a small pencil sign on the wall at the height of the ball you bought. When you fill your ball, stop at that mark. This will ensure that you don't underinflate or overstate your ball exercises! Be especially careful not to over-inflate the exercise ball as it can cause it to rupture. The most important thing to remember is to be safe and have
fun! There are many different and creative things you can do with the exercise ball that will challenge you in a new and exciting Ways! Ways!
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